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Kake-Petnitsky files, Oswald's "sulfide attempt", etc. 

While I have never believed there was a different Oswald in Russia, 
others, including Mrs. Shirley Orr, of C,ubso Missouri, have and do. I believe 

have given both of you copies of the memo she did for 02 on the differdng 
discriptions of MO. 

I seem to recall having sent you from the LlC autopsy a description 
of the net wounds. If i haven't, it is in Belli's book also, where the complete 
autopsy appears. 

With refe-ante to GAI-CIA, pp 34-5, just seat by Paul, whet Marine may 
have said at any one time does not require crediting, but I em inclined to agree 
that 1  have seen nothing indicating to me that he twee was a suicide-predne type, 
but that is also just opinion. That the passages in "Historic Diary" are overly-
drnmetic may eleo have no significance. 

But the paragraph numbered "4" is interesting to me because of that it 
fails to say end does reflect. The Commission, allegedly interacted in the indeti-
fication of Oswald, allegedly inquiring into his suicide by slashing wrists, didn't 
send the autopsy and the pictures it did have of these wrists to the Zia? It 
doesn't make sense, nor is the uncertain lenguege 	the sugostion by tne 
that it would like to see the autopsy the formulation I would expect in a memo 
to "clover. It had to knot he h:d autopsy, pictures, etc. 

It was all handled too gingerly. Much too delicately handled. 

The hospitel woul^ not release the Oseald cutesy pictures eithout 
a subpene end a subpene was issued. This is all quite proper and got no attention 
in order the hide the improprieties with the IFK autopsy. Somewhere I have the 
stuff on this if either of you ever needs it. 

I have long felt there is en aspect of this beine covered. I do not 
know whet it is. One of the things I have suspected is that the acars ere not 
consistent with a fatal incision, that the suicide was put on. 

Best, 
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and 
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 	- 

WASHINGTON 2S. D. C. 

1-0.10RANDUI FOB: Director 
Federal Bureau of Invectiotioa 
Attention: Er. S. J. panic's 

SLMIECT: AssassiuRtion of President John F. Kennedy 

1. According to entries for late October 1959 in Lee Harvey OSUALD's "Historic Diary," he attempted suicide in Moscow on 21 October 1959 by cutting his left wrist. In an interview of Marina Oswald, conducted by your Special Agents Anatole A. Eoguslav and Wallace B. Heitman on 2 December 15,64 at Dallas, Texas, as &ova by memorandum dated 3 December 1963 furnished to this Agency, She stated that she never knew OSWALD to speak of or attemet suicide, that She did not think that he W23 capable of suicide and She did not believe he had ever attempted suicide. She also stated that she recalled seeing a scar on the inner left wrist of OSWALD after they were married. This seer She said was completely healed and she asked him about this and he evaded answering her. 

2. In connection with our efforts to as5int the President's Commission on the Assassination of President Kennedy by provialng information which might be helpful in inter retina available materials relating to OSUALD's activities abroad, we have considered the entry with regard to attempted suicide. We consider this entry as being of coaaiderable importance and one which might be subject to verification. 
3. The only information we have received usick would appear to have a direct bearing on the accuracy of the diary entry is that con-tained in the above mentioned mafeerandum of interview dated 3 r-ac,ssmber 1964. The information contained therein was provided by his midair, a Soviet citizen. We feel that statements on the part of 11P...rina CSTTULD . are not adequate and that independent corroborative evidence on this point should be obtained if it is possible to do co. 

4. We would appreciate receiving any other inforration, sue h ca state 72nta of obaervetions by police or othors, including the under-. takers, copiesof any ror.orto, such on auto,xv or othor, uhich contain information pertinent to thin point. 



5. The best evidence of a scar or cears on the left.tirint would of course bo direct eyAmination by a competent authority 
and ve ream:mend that this ba dons anl that a photograph of the 
inner and outer surfaces of the left vrist be zed° if there has 
been no other evident acceptable to the Cormission that he did- • 
in fact attempt suicide by cutting his %/riot. 
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Deputy Director for Plana 
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